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Enlace ionico y covalente

The hydrogen bond differs from the word link from other uses because it is an attraction between one molecule's hydrogen atom and another molecule's high electrode negativity between a small atom. In other words, it is an intermolecular force, not an intermolecular force, as in the general use of the link



of the word. As such, it is classified as a form of van der Waals bond, which differs from the intersection of an ion or a hardener. When hydrogen atoms are joined in a polar rough bond with a small high electronic atom such as O, N or F, the partial positive charges of hydrogen are highly concentrated due
to their small size. If hydrogen is close to another oxygen, fluoride or nitrogen in another molecule, there is an attraction called dipoli-dipoli interaction. This attraction or hydrogen slippers can have about 5-10% of the strength of the rough bond. Hydrogenations have a very important impact on the
properties of water and ice. Tying hydrogen is also very important for proteins and nucleic acids and therefore vital processes. DNA decompression is a rupture of hydrogen ties that helps hold the two threads of the double thread together. The metal link occurs in pure metals and mixtures. Like a co-pilot
bond, atoms share pairs of electrons; But in metal, many atoms share many electrons. Pure metal valense electrons, such as silver or copper, form an electron beam that flows freely through a metal piece. Since electrons do not belong to any particular atom, atoms exist as positive ions that are
neutralized in the negative agglomerations of all electrons. Metals form a crystallical meaque mesen, as shown in Figure 4. This binding model explains many of the properties of metals. Some of them are described below: The high density of metals is due to the small space between positive ions.
Malleability (ability to mould with tools) is due to metal cationic layers sliding over each other. Thermal and electrical conductivity involves the free movement of electrons between layers of the network. We explain what is an ion link and its properties. Examples and applications of compounds that are
formed by such links. Sodium chloride (NaCl) is an ion compound called table salt. What's an ion link? An ion or electrovalent bond consists of electrostatic gravitational pull between particles with opposite electrical reservations called ion. The ion is a loaded sock It could be an atom or molecule that lost
or received electrons, meaning it's not neutral. This type of connection usually occurs between metallic and non-metallic atoms, where electron transfer takes place from metal (less electronic) to non-metallic (more electronic) atoms. For an ion connection to be established, the difference between the two
atomic species (the ability of an atom to attract electrons from another atom combined into a chemical connection) must be greater than or equal to 1,7 on the Pauling scale used to classify atoms according to their electro-negativity values. Although the binding of the ion usually stands out from the
hardlent (consisting of sharing the outer layer of both atoms or the electronic pairs of valency), in reality there is no pure ion bandage, but this model consists of an exaggeration of the rough bond, which is useful in the study of atomic behavior in these cases. There is always some room for togetherness in
these alliances. However, unlike atoms, which form coylent bonds that often form polar molecules, the ion does not have a positive navel and negative navel, but in them one charge is completely dominant. Thus, we have cations when the atom loses electrons (it is positively charged) and anions when
the atom receives electrons (it remains in negative charge). It can serve you: Metallic link Ion compound properties Some common properties of the ion compound: They are strong bonds. This atomic-minded strength can be very powerful, so the structure of these compounds usually forms highly resistant
crystallised webs. They're usually solid. At normal temperatures and pressure ranges (T-25oC and P-1atm), these compounds have a cube and rigid molecular structure that forms crystalline mesh from salt. There are also ionic liquids called melting salts, which are rare but very useful. They have a high
melting and boiling point. Both the melting point (300-1000 oC) and the boiling point of these compounds are usually very high, since large amounts of energy are needed to break the electrostatic gravitational pull between ions. Solubility in water. Most salts are soluble in water and other water solutions
with an electric diple (positive and negative poles). Electric drive. In their fixed space, they are not good electrical conductors, since ions are in very fixed positions in the crystallical network. Instead, when dissolved in water or aqueous solution, they become powerful electrical conductors. Selectivity. Iionic
bonds can only occur between metals Non-metals in season table IA and IIA and in the VIA and VIIA groups. Examples of ion-binding fluorides (F to). Anions that are part of salts obtained from hydrofric acid (HF). They are used in the manufacture of toothpaste and other dental accessories. Examples:
NaF, KF, Lif, CaF2 sulphates (SO42-). Anions, which are part of salts or inhibitors obtained from sulphuric acid (H2SO4) with different binding to metal, from additives in obtaining building materials to revenues from contrast X-rays. Examples: CuSO4, CaSO4, K2SO4 Nitrates (NO3–). Anions forming part
of salts or inhibitors obtained from nitric acid (HNO3) used in the manufacture of pot and in numerous chemical formulations of fertilisers or fertilisers. Examples: AgNO3, KNO3, Mg(NO3)2 Mercury II (Hg2+). Mercury-derived cation, also called mercúricoy-cation, which is stable only in an acidic pH
intermediate (&lt;2). Mercury compounds are toxic to the human body and must therefore be treated with certain precautions. Examples: HgCl2, HgCN2 Permanganatos (MnO4–). The salts of permanganic acid (HMnO4) have a strong purple color and a huge oxidation force. These properties can be used
in the synthesis of sukroin, wastewater treatment and the manufacture of disinfectants. Examples: KMnO4, Ca(MnO4)2 Last edition: 26.12.2020. How to borrow: Ionic Link. Author: María Estela Raffino. From: Argentina. Thu: Concepto.de. Available in: . Retrieved: 30 December 2020. Share tweet Send If
you see this post, it means we have problems downloading external resources on our website. If you're behind a webpage filter, make sure *.kastatic.org and *.kasandbox.org domains are open. The first concepts of rough bonding arose from this type of image of carbon and hydrogen molecules. The
rough bond is implicit in Lewis' structure, indicating the common electrons of atoms. A carbon-like bond between two atoms occurs when these atoms merge to achieve a stable octet and distribute the last level of electrons[1] (except for the severity of hydrogen when it has 2 electrons). The difference in
electro-negativity between atoms is not so great that an ion-type bond occurs. In order to create a rough bond, the electro-negativity difference between atoms must be less than 1,7. [2] In this way, the two atoms share one or more electronic pairs in new types of orbit, called molecular orbit. Rough bonds
occur atoms of the same non-metallic original, between different non-metals and between non-metallic and hydrogen. [4] When atoms other than non-metals are glided in a co-pilot form, one of them is more electro-negative than the other, so it tends to attract the electronic cloud from the link to its core,
creating an electric dipola. [5] This polarization allows molecules in the same compound to attract each other through electrostatic forces of different intensity. On the contrary, when the carbon-like congence of atoms of the same non-metallic element is carbonated, their electronic inequality is zero and
dipolia does not arise. Molecules have no attraction. In short, in ionicide, electrons are transferred from one atom to another and in rough bonding objects, link electrons distributed by both atoms. In a rough bond, two non-metallic atoms have one or more electrons, i.e. they were attached through their
electrons in the last orbit, which depends on that atomic number. One, two or three pairs of electrons can be divided between two atoms, resulting in the formation of a single, double or triple link. In Lewis's structure, these bonds can be represented by a small boundary between atoms. The Irving
Langmuir History term covalence in relation to binding was first used in 1919 in an article in the Irving Langmuir Journal of the American Chemical Society on electron arrangement in atoms and molecules. Here Langmuir wrote: We are going to determine the number of pairs of electrons that the given
atom shares with its neighbors. [6] The idea of a coylent joint can be traced back several years to Gilbert N. Lewis, who in 1916 described the exchange of electron pairs between atoms. [7] He introduced the emblem orization of Lewis' electron dots or Lewis' point structure, in which the valance of the
electrons (the valance of the new layer) is presented in the form of the dots around the atomic symbols. Pairs of electrons located between atoms represent coylent bonds. Multiple pairs represent multiple links, including double links and triple links. The alternative presentation format, which is not shown
here, has a pair of link-forming electrons presented as solid lines. Lewis suggested that the atom form enough rough bonds to form a complete (or closed) electronic outer layer. In this methane diagram, the carbon atom has a valent of four and is therefore surrounded by eight (octet rule), four self-carbon
and four hydrogens attached to it. Each hydrogen has one valence and is surrounded by two electrons (duet rule), its own electron plus one carbon. The number of electrons corresponds to entire layers in the quantum theory of the atom; the outer layer of the carbon atom is layer No 2 with a capacity of
eight electrons, while the outer layer (and unique) of the hydrogen atom is layer No 1 with capacity for two or more elements. Although the idea of common pairs of electrons provides a powerful qualitative image of a coylent bond, quantum mechanics are needed to understand the nature of these joints
and predict the structures and properties of simple molecules. Walter Heitler and Fritz London gave the first successful explanation of the chemical bond applied to quantum mechanics, especially molecular hydrogen, in 1927. [8] His work was based on the valence link model, which assumes that a
chemical connection is established when there is a good coincidence between the orbits of the atoms of the participating atoms. These atomic tracks are known to have special angular relationships between them, and therefore the valence link model can successfully predict the link angles observed in
simple molecules. However, the theory of rough bonding, or also known as the idea of sharing electrons based on a cubic atom, encountered a number of conceptual difficulties, since this theory was known as a model of ion tying. Despite the competition between the two theories, the theory of rough
bonding was accepted until 1920. In their text, M.Niaz and M.A.Rodríguez mention history and philosophy: the need to include them in the university's science texts, that Lewis recognizes that the cube structure cannot represent a triple link, and suggests replacing it with a tetrahedral atom. Lewis
assumed for many years that if electrons are magnetically paired with an atom, it is easy to understand how two un paired electrons of different atoms can be magnetically combined and a non-polar bond formed. Types of hardeners There are two types of hardlent substances: benzene is an example of a
molecular mayontain. Quartz crystal is included in the classification of reticular rougheners. Molecular co-pilot substances: co-pilot bonds form molecules with the following characteristics:[9][10] Low melting and boiling temperatures. Under normal pressure and temperature conditions (c. 25 oC), they may
be solid, liquid or gaseous. They are soft in a solid space. They are the current isolations. and the heat. Solubility: Polar molecules dissolve in polar solvents and apolars dissolve in apolar solvents (the same dissolves dense). Examples: carbon dioxide, benzene, oxygen, nitrogen. Reticular roughener
networks or substances: In addition, hardlents form crystallical networks with a vague number of atoms, similar to those of ion compounds with these properties:[10] High melting and boiling temperatures. They are fixed under normal conditions. They're hard stuff. They are insulated (except graphite).
They're insoluble. Examples: quartz, diamond. Definition of a rough bond The representation of hydrogen atom is noticeable that a graphic representation of the electron Hydrogen diatom molecule revolves around the nuclei of the atom; both hydrogen atoms share an electron to form a bond Consider
hydrogen atoms as they approach each other, they notice the forces that attract each electron to the nucleus of the other atom until these gravitational forces are compensated by the aversion that electrons feel among themselves. At that point, the molecule has the most stable configuration. The orbits of
both electrons overlap, so it's now impossible to tell which atom each electron belongs to. According to chemist S. Sesen and G. William Daub, there are four aspects to be taken into account in the hydrogen molecule, as in all rough-pilot substances: First, the properties of individual unconnected atoms
are very different from those of molecules. Therefore, when writing a chemical formula for hydrogen, it must be written under the name H2, since it is a latent molecule. Secondly, these two positive nuclei attract two electrons to produce a more stable molecule than separate atoms, so the connection is
formed and thus a more stable molecule than the previous one. Because the cores affect two electrons, the aversion between them is balanced and the greater the chance of finding electrons somewhere between the cores. Thirdly, the distance between the core is such that orbital 1 has the largest
translape. For hydrogen molecule, the distance between the core is approximately 0,74. Otherwise, the distance between the two roughly combined atoms is called the length of the link. Fourthly, break the rough bonds of 1.0 g of gaseous hydrogen and form the hydrogen atoms that you need for 52. 0
kcal. [11] When atoms are different, electrons They are not equally attracted, so they tend to approach a more electron-neutral atom, that is, the one with the largest electron apetension. This phenomenon is called polarity (atoms with higher electro-negativity get a more negative polarity, attract distributed
electrons to the core) and lead to the transfer of loads inside the molecule. You could say that the most electronic atom does not want to share its electrons with other atoms, and in the most extreme case, it wants the electron to tolerate it without conditions, which then form an ion connection. It is
therefore said that polar rough bonds are to some extent ion-like. When the difference value is 0-1.7, it is the predominant rough mark, as in the case of the C-H link. However, according to chemist Raymond Chang, the difference in electrode negativity between atoms must be 2.0 or greater in order to be
considered an ion (Chang, 371). Depending on the difference in electro-negativity, the co kovalent bond can be classified as pure or apolar copolar polar and hardlent. If the electron migration difference is between 0.4 and 1.7, it is a polar copolar bond, and if it is less than 0.4, it is a co kovalent topolar
bond. When the difference in electro-negativity is zero (two atoms of equal length), the bond formed is pure coil; with an electronegalytivity difference of 1.9, the ion mark already reaches 35%, and with a difference of 3 it is 49.5%. Between oxygen or fluoride and the elements of groups 1 and 2, this
difference is greatest and so is its ioniluonte. Polar coylent bond [12] As a polar co-pilot bond, electrons are distributed unfairly between atoms and spend more time near one atom than another. Because electrons are unevenly distributed between atoms of different elements, slightly positive (δ+) and
slightly negative (δ–) reservations occur in different parts of the molecule. In a water molecule, the bond that binds oxygen to each hydrogen is a polar bond. Oxygen is much more of an electronic atom than hydrogen, so water oxygen has a partially negative charge (it has a high electron density), while
hydrogens have partially positive loads (they have a low electronic density). In general, the relative electro-negativity of two atoms as a bond, i.e. their tendency to hoard shared electrons, determines whether the bond is polar or non-polar. As long as one element is significantly more electro-negative than
the other, the connection between them is polar; this means that one of its ends has a slightly positive charge and the other has a bit of a Unlike it consists of establishing a link between atoms of different elements, and the difference in electrode negativity must be greater than 0,4. In this context,
electrons are mainly attracted by the most electronic atom, which produces molecules with an electronic cloud representing an area with a higher negative load density and another with a higher positive load density (dipoli). ToluenePolar co-pilot bond[13] They are formed between atoms of two of the
same originals or between atoms from different originals that distribute electrons more or less equally. For example, molecular oxygen is not polar, since electrons are divided equally between two oxygen atoms. Another example of non-polar coylent bonds can be found in the methane. Coal has four
electrons in its outer layer and requires four more to become a stable octet. He gets them by sharing electrons with four hydrogen atoms, each of which gives him an electron. Similarly, hydrogen atoms need an additional electron to fill their errene, which they receive in the form of carbon-split electrons.
Although carbon and hydrogen do not have exactly the same electro-negativity, they are quite similar, so carbon-hydrogen bonds are considered non-polar. Phenolic List of polar and non-polar substances Non-polar substances Polar substances Ethanol Methanol Toluene Phenol-isobutane Acetone n-
pentanic propinoic acid Different types of carbonated bonds Simple rough bonding. Simple link: It is a divided electronic pair formed by an electron that belongs to the last energy level of each atom and is represented by a line. Examples: H-H, Cl-Cl Double link: Consists of two shared electronic pairs, i.e.
two electrons belonging to the last energy level of each atom and represented by two parallel lines. Example: O-O Double rough link. Triple link: Consists of three shared electronic pairs, i.e. three electrons belonging to the last energy level of each atom and represented by three parallel lines. Example:
N≡ Triple Pilot Link. Dative or co-ordination co-ordination-co-ordination- pilot bond: It's an electronic pair shared by two atoms, but both electrons are provided by the same atom. It is usually represented by an arrow (→). An example of a chemical species with a coordinated connection is ammonium ion
(NH41+). Ammonium ion consists of proton and ammonia. Compounds with a coordinated connection are called coordination compounds. Coordination compounds, also called mixtures, are usually attached to several surrounding anions called ligandos. View Ionic Link Metal Link Chemical Link Octet
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